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Death by Facebook
CreateSpace A vacationing soldier in Hawaii... Earth's most active volcano, anxious to repeat itself... Two murders involving love, madness, friendship, hippies, tsunamis, and the great hereafter... DEATH
BY FACEBOOK by Everett Peacock Be careful what you say online REVIEW: A wildly inventive story about love, madness, friendship, hippies, tsunamis, murder and the great hereafter all in a vivid tropical
setting. It is funny, fascinating and touching. If you have never been to the Big Island, this book will make you want to go. If you have been there, this will make you feel like you have returned. The perfect
book for a hammock and a tall drink.

The Galactics
Galactics should never, ever, display their powers in public. This is the ﬁrst rule, the one all Galactics follow, and the one that Mano's uncle breaks after having one too many drinks. When his uncle is
arrested for violating Galactic law in a bar, Mano Orion, a senior in high school, ﬁnally ﬁnds out that he is also part of that powerful group: he is also a Galactic. As he learns about his heritage and what
being part of the Galactics means, Mano begins hearing about other arrests, too many to be normal. With his friend, Eme, Mano launches an investigation, one that none of the adults want to allow. As
they struggle to convince other Galactics to help them launch a rescue mission, Mano and Eme have to learn to harness their own powers as best they can while also coming to terms with how they feel
about each other. But nothing can prepare them for the secrets and lies that await them when they ﬁnd the imprisoned Galactics. With their lives and the entire history of their people unraveling, Mano
and Eme will have to trust each other and their powers to be the leaders the Galactics need. Questions & Answers with Everett Peacock Q: "The Galactics," just where did you come up with this title?
Everett: A good friend of mine, Shiloh Orion, introduced me to the idea of humans having come to Earth from somewhere in the galaxy, and not just from evolution. The idea slowly grew into a fascination
with the religious implications of such a possibility. That along with the holes in our human record, especially the cultural aspects (who built the Pyramids, etc) ﬁnally demanded a story be told. Q: Your
dedication at the beginning of the book, and I quote: "celebrate the courage of youth, it has saved humanity from the sins of its elders." What does that mean? Everett: I read somewhere that if not for the
risk taking aspect of young people, that desire to test the limits, to reject conservative ideas, has contributed more to human evolution, even human survival more than anything else. Older people move
into a less risk taking mode as they ﬁnally discover their true lack of immortality. Young people don't think like that. They are ready to take it all by the horns and make the world a better place. As for the
"sins of its elders" all one has to do is look around at the problems with the Earth, with civilization. Was any of that created by young people? Of course not. We waste this most valuable of all resources,
our young people. Who starts the wars, crashes the economy in greed, spies on us, etc, etc? It's the older people, the "elders." Given a chance, young people are our real only hope to ﬁx the things that
have been corrupted. Q: Is this a book for pre-teens? Everett: Probably not. There are some serious concepts ﬂoated between the characters. There is death, and there is some violence that contributes
directly to the story. I'd recommend it for high school on up to "elders" (insert smiley face here). Q: I have to admit that when I got to the end of the book, I was hooked and ready for the next installment.
When will that happen? Everett: As you remember then, one of the main characters has evolved into an entirely new persona, intent on correcting the mistakes of some particular people. He'll need a book
or two to get that done. 2014 is a very promising year indeed!

In the Middle of the Third Planet's Most Wonderful of Oceans
The Life and Times of a Hawaiian Tiki Bar
CreateSpace Book #2 in the series "The Life and Times of a Hawaiian Tiki Bar." Following up with more of the same crew from The Parrot Talks in Chocolate, we delve a little deeper into the magical
jungles of Maui. From Tiwaka's Tiki Bar & Grill to the Happy Rainbow Sunshine Festival it's a celebration of life rarely found in today's literature.

Some Other Now
HMH Books For Young Readers Jessi is caught between two brothers as the three navigate family, loss, and love over the course of her seventeenth and eighteenth summers.

Covenant with Death
Hachette UK Stirringly told from the view of everyday soldiers, Covenant with Death is acclaimed as one of the greatest novels about war ever written. With a new foreword by Louis de Bernières, author
of Captain Corelli's Mandolin. They joined for their country. They fought for each other. When war breaks out in 1914, Mark Fenner and his Sheﬃeld friends immediately ﬂock to Kitchener's call. Amid
waving ﬂags and boozy celebration, the three men - Fen, his best friend Locky and self-assured Frank, rival for the woman Fen loves - enlist as volunteers to take on the Germans and win glory. Through
ramshackle training in sodden England and a stint in arid Egypt, rebellious but brave Fen proves himself to be a natural leader, only undermined by on-going friction with Frank. Headed by terse, tough
Sergeant Major Bold, this group of young men form steel-strong bonds, and yearn to face the great adventure of the Western Front. Then, on one summer's day in 1916, Fen and his band of brothers are
sent to the Somme, and this very ordinary hero discovers what it means to ﬁght for your life. 'Laden with knowledge yet sparely written, Covenant with Death is the work of an author immersed in the lives
of those who fought' The Times 'The last line ought to be carved in stone somewhere . . . Find it. Read it. You'll be a better person for having done so' Peter Hitchens, Daily Mail An anti-war book right up
there with Remarque's All Quiet on the Western Front Shortlist (The Greatest War Novels of all Time) 'Covenant With Death . . . showed with unbearable actuality what happened to a newly formed
Sheﬃeld regiment on the ﬁrst day of the battle of the Somme' Christopher Hitchens, Guardian 'The blood and guts, the nightmare stink of cordite . . . appalling realism' The Times 'Only one novel about
the war since 1945 has the power and feeling of veracity to compare with the works of the 1920s and 30s . . . Covenant with Death by John Harris' The Western Front Organisation 'A superb novel' Daily
Mirror 'John Harris's neglected masterpiece of a novel, Covenant With Death, is the success that it is because it follows a group of Sheﬃeld workers from their ﬂag-waving sign-up to the hecatomb on the
Somme' The Atlantic 'True and terrible' Observer 'An outstanding achievement' Sunday Express

The Life and Death of the Wicked Lady Skelton
The Parrot Talks in Chocolate
The Life and Times of a Hawaiian Tiki Bar
CreateSpace A mythical Hawaiian Tiki bar, and it's eclectic patrons help tell the story of our young hero as he discovers love in the tropics. Tiwaka, the parrot, trades chocolate covered nuts for words of
wisdom and watches the wild and often mystical adventures unfold. You'll laugh, cry and insist on buying your plane tickets immediately, to Tiwaka's Tiki Bar & Grill.

Corcoran Gallery of Art
American Paintings to 1945
Hudson Hills Press This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the
ﬁnest and most important collections of historic American art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.

Death in the City of Light
The Serial Killer of Nazi-occupied Paris
Broadway Books Documents the World War II eﬀort to catch a physician serial killer in Paris, describing the covert information network that the chief French detective built with such groups as mobsters,
nightclub owners, and Resistance ﬁghters.
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Behind the Bell
Behind the Scenes of Saved by the Bell with the Guy who was There for Everything
Transit Pub Incorporated Provides a behind-the-scenes look at life on the set of the television program "Save by the Bell," along with a memoir of the life of the actor who played "Screetch" on the
show.

Minesweeper (Special Forces, Book 2)
Scholastic Inc. "All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of war is clay in the hands of ace storyteller Lynch." -- Kirkus Reviews for the World War II series Discover the secret missions behind America's
greatest conﬂicts.Fergus Frew thought he knew what to expect when he signed up with the Navy's demolitions team. But as the Korean War rages on, Fergus and his fellow divers -- AKA "frogmen" -- are
tasked with more than just scouting mudﬂats. Soon they're planting mines. And sabotaging tunnels, bridges... and even ﬁshing nets. Strangest of all, it falls to Fergus to transport a spy into the country -and that means traveling far from Navy-controlled waters.But frogmen are amphibious. And Fergus may not realize it, but he's in a position to change the way the whole world thinks about
combat.National Book Award ﬁnalist Chris Lynch continues his explosive ﬁction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops and today's heroic Navy SEALs.

Death at Greenway
A Novel
HarperCollins "Irresistible... a Golden Age homage, an elegantly constructed mystery that on every page reinforces the message that everyone counts." –New York Times Book Review AGATHA AWARD
WINNER! Recommended by New York Times Book Review • Wall Street Journal • Parade • Country Living • Chicago Tribune • South Florida Sun-Sentinel • The Free-Lance Star • St. Louis Post-Dispatch •
CrimeReads • Nerd Daily • Red Carpet Crash • and many more! From the award-winning author of The Day I Died and The Lucky One, a captivating suspense novel about nurses during World War II who
come to Agatha Christie’s holiday estate to care for evacuated children, but when a body is discovered nearby, the idyllic setting becomes host to a deadly mystery. Bridey Kelly has come to Greenway
House—the beloved holiday home of Agatha Christie—in disgrace. A terrible mistake at St. Prisca’s Hospital in London has led to her dismissal as a nurse trainee, and her only chance for redemption is a
position in the countryside caring for children evacuated to safety from the Blitz. Greenway is a beautiful home full of riddles: wondrous curios not to be touched, restrictions on rooms not to be entered,
and a generous library, ﬁlled with books about murder. The biggest mystery might be the other nurse, Gigi, who is like no one Bridey has ever met. Chasing ten young children through the winding paths of
the estate grounds might have soothed Bridey’s anxieties and grief—if Greenway were not situated so near the English Channel and the rising aggressions of the war. When a body washes ashore near the
estate, Bridey is horriﬁed to realize this is not a victim of war, but of a brutal killing. As the local villagers look among themselves, Bridey and Gigi discover they each harbor dangerous secrets about what
has led them to Greenway. With a mystery writer’s home as their unsettling backdrop, the young women must unravel the truth before their safe haven becomes a place of death . . .

Backroads of Texas
Along the Byways to Breathtaking Landscapes and Quirky Small Towns
Back Roads Backroads of Texas lets you see incredible natural, historic, and bizarre sights only visible while exploring these 30 dusty, hidden, backroads.

Her Last Flight
HarperCollins Don’t miss Beatriz Williams’s latest, spellbinding novel – about a daring female pilot and a love story that would last a lifetime...

A Night to Remember
Bantam An absorbing, minute-by-minute account of the demise of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the massive luxury liner that housed a French "sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase, among other
extravagances, but failed to provide enough lifeboats for the 2,207 passengers on board. Reissue.

Death in Delft :
Power in the Blood
Open Road Media Siblings separated on an orphan train reunite years later to seek revenge in the lawless West in this “great novelist’s masterwork” (Stephen King). In 1869, the Dugan siblings board an
orphan train in upstate New York. Adopted by diﬀerent families at separate stops along the train’s westward journey, Clay, Zoe, and Drew vow to ﬁnd one another as soon as they can, but tragic
circumstances conspire against them. Clay avenges the brutal murder of his foster parents and becomes one of the most feared bounty hunters in the West. Raped by her new father, Zoe gives birth to a
daughter whose vivid blue birthmark portends the gift of second sight. And Drew, abandoned in the desert by a religious fanatic, is rescued by renegade Apache brothers and falls in with a crowd of
murderers, prostitutes, and bank robbers. When fate ﬁnally reunites the siblings, Zoe enlists Clay and Drew in a plot against a ruthless Colorado gold magnate bent on stealing her fortune. Decades spent
practicing the art of survival have taught the Dugans that the odds are always stacked against them—but if they stopped to consider the odds, they would have been dead long ago. Hailed by the Chicago
Tribune as a “great page-turning, stay-up-late-into-the-night-saga” and ideal for fans of Larry McMurtry and Cormac McCarthy, Power in the Blood takes readers on an epic journey into the dark heart of
the American frontier.

The Girl with the Golden Scissors
A Novel
AmazonCrossing From the bestselling author of The Lioness of Morocco and The Elephant Keeper's Daughter, the story of an ambitious young woman discovering friendship, love, and her own identity on
the eve of World War I. Christmas 1889. A baby is born in the early hours at Vienna General Hospital, only to be abandoned by her unwed mother and entrusted to a foundling home and its loving
caretaker. Fanny Schindler grows from a precocious girl into a strong-willed young woman. Undeterred by the rules of her station, she's determined to rise above her humble origins and pursue her dreams
at all costs, becoming an apprentice to one of the most glamorous fashion houses in Austria-Hungary. All the while, as Fanny searches for a sense of belonging, her path crosses with those of three people
who will change her future. To one, she is a cherished friend. To another, a conﬁdant. And to a handsome career soldier, something more. When hostilities in Europe burst into ﬂame as a brutal world war,
the future of the dual monarchy is at stake, friendships are strained, loyalties are tested, and everything is at risk. And when long-buried secrets about Fanny's past come to light, she must decide what
truly matters--and what is worth ﬁghting for in a new world of inﬁnite possibilities.

Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1)
Scholastic Inc. Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest conﬂicts. Danny Manion has been ﬁghting his entire life. Sometimes with his ﬁsts. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions
ﬁnally land him in real trouble, he can't ﬁght the judge who oﬀers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US military: the Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an
elite volunteer-only task force comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the SOG's focus on covert action and psychological warfare,
Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in trouble at home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even if
almost nobody knows he's there. National Book Award ﬁnalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive ﬁction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops.

Who Fears Death
HarperCollins UK An award-winning literary author enters the world of magical realism with her World Fantasy Award-winning novel of a remarkable woman in post-apocalyptic Africa. Now optioned as a
TV series for HBO, with executive producer George R.R. Martin!

Reading the Pre-Raphaelites
Yale University Press This illustrated book focuses on the Pre-Raphaelite artists and their radical departure from artistic conventions. Barringer explores the meanings encoded in Pre-Raphaelite
paintings and analyses key pictures and their signiﬁcance within the complex social and cultural matrix of 19th century Britain.
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Steps on the Path to Enlightenment
A Commentary on Tsongkhapa's Lamrim Chenmo
Simon and Schuster Geshe Lhundub Sopa's Steps on the Path to Enlightenment is a landmark commentary on what is perhaps the most elaborate and elegant Tibetan presentation of the Buddhist path,
Tsongkhapa's monumental Lamrim Chenmo. This volume is the ﬁrst of ﬁve volumes transmitting a discourse Geshe Sopa delivered to Western students over a twenty-year period. Unrivaled in its
comprehensiveness, this text will be ideal for those who want a detailed overview of Buddhist philosophy and will be especially invaluable for practitioners who want to enact the wisdom of the Buddha in
their lives. The graduated series of teachings are meant to be studied, contemplated, and ﬁnally absorbed within meditation until the mind and heart are cleared of their obscurations and the practitioner
perfects wisdom and compassion in the state of full enlightenment.

Poorcraft
Iron Circus Comics Poorcraft is the essential comic book guide to practical urban and suburban frugality! Whether you're new to independent living, a recent college graduate or just downshifting to a
simpler lifestyle, Poorcraft can help you with everything from ﬁnding a home to ﬁnding a hobby, dinner to debt relief, education to entertainment. It's time to cut your expenses! Or just make sure they
never pile up.

The Secret of the Yellow Death
A True Story of Medical Sleuthing
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt “Extremely interesting . . . Young people interested in medicine or scientiﬁc discovery will ﬁnd this book engrossing, as will history students” (School Library Journal). [He had]
a fever that hovered around 104 degrees. His skin turned yellow. The whites of his eyes looked like lemons. Nauseated, he gagged and threw up again and again . . . Here is the true story of how four
Americans and one Cuban tracked down a killer, one of the word’s most vicious plagues: yellow fever. Journeying to fever-stricken Cuba in the company of Walter Reed and his colleagues, the reader feels
the heavy air, smells the stench of disease, hears the whine of mosquitoes biting human volunteers during surreal experiments. Exploring themes of courage, cooperation, and the ethics of human
experimentation, this gripping account is ultimately a story of the triumph of science. “[A] powerful exploration of a disease that killed 100,000 U.S. citizens in the 1800s.” —Kirkus Reviews Includes photos

The Strange Case of the Dutch Painter
Simon and Schuster Paris, 1890. When Sherlock Holmes ﬁnds himself chasing an art dealer through the streets of Paris, he’s certain he’s smoked out one of the principals of a cunning forgery ring
responsible for the theft of some of the Louvre’s greatest masterpieces. But for once, Holmes is dead wrong. He doesn’t know that the dealer, Theo Van Gogh, is rushing to the side of his brother, who lies
dying of a gunshot wound in Auvers. He doesn’t know that the dealer’s brother is a penniless misﬁt artist named Vincent, known to few and mourned by even fewer. Oﬃcialdom pronounces the death a
suicide, but a few minutes at the scene convinces Holmes it was murder. And he’s bulldog-determined to discover why a penniless painter who harmed no one had to be killed–and who killed him. Who
could proﬁt from Vincent’s death? How is the murder entwined with his own forgery investigation? Holmes must retrace the last months of Vincent’s life, testing his mettle against men like the brutal Paul
Gauguin and the secretive Toulouse-Lautrec, all the while searching for the girl Olympia, whom Vincent named with his dying breath. She can provide the truth, but can anyone provide the proof? From the
madhouse of St. Remy to the rooftops of Paris, Holmes hunts a killer—while the killer hunts him.

The Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate
Orion Children's Books Early Readers are stepping stones from picture books to reading books. A blue Early Reader is perfect for sharing and reading together. A red Early Reader is the next step on
your reading journey. Sam has an ordinary life - but his mother used to be a pirate! One day at breakfast, they decide to go to sea and an amazing adventure begins. A brand new Early Reader edition of
this hilarious story.

Love, Theodosia
A Novel of Theodosia Burr and Philip Hamilton
Simon and Schuster A Romeo & Juliet tale for Hamilton! fans. In post-American Revolution New York City, Theodosia Burr, a scholar with the skills of a socialite, is all about charming the right people on
behalf of her father—Senator Aaron Burr, who is determined to win the oﬃce of president in the pivotal election of 1800. Meanwhile, Philip Hamilton, the rakish son of Alexander Hamilton, is all about being
charming on behalf of his libido. When the two ﬁrst meet, it seems the ongoing feud between their politically opposed fathers may be hereditary. But soon, Theodosia and Philip must choose between love
and family, desire and loyalty, and preserving the legacy their ﬂawed fathers fought for or creating their own. Love, Theodosia is a smart, funny, swoony take on a ﬁercely intelligent woman with feminist
ideas ahead of her time who has long-deserved center stage. A refreshing spin on the Hamiltonian era and the characters we have grown to know and love. It’s also a heartbreaking romance of two starcrossed lovers, an achingly bittersweet “what if.” Despite their fathers’ bitter rivalry, Theodosia and Philip are drawn to each other and, in what unrolls like a Jane Austen novel of manners, we ﬁnd
ourselves entangled in the world of Hamilton and Burr once again as these heirs of famous enemies are driven together despite every reason not to be.

Geoﬀrey Chaucer in Context
Cambridge University Press Provides a rich and varied reference resource, illuminating the diﬀerent contexts for Chaucer and his work.

The Debutante and the Duke
?All she wants is her freedom. All he wants is her??Rayne Wellbrook shouldn't be living in a luxurious London manor. She shouldn't be the step-niece to a powerful duke, either. And she most certainly
shouldn't be sneaking into the neighbor's gardens-even if the house is unoccupied. Or so she thinks until a rakishly handsome Scot startles her one morning. ? Though she's wary of men and even leerier of
nobles, this man with his too-long hair and piercing blue-green eyes sends her heart ? to frolicking. When he insists on an introduction, Rayne ﬂees but can't get the enigmatic new neighbor out of her
thoughts.?Fletcher McQuinton, Duke of Kincade, is only in London long enough to put the ﬁnishing touches on his new business ventures, and then he intends to head straight back to Scotland. ? His
meddling English mother has other plans, however-namely ﬁnding him an appropriate blue-blooded wife to become the next duchess. ? Fletcher has vowed to never take an English aristocrat as a wife, but
when he comes upon a delightfully intriguing woman climbing his garden wall, he begins to reconsider his reluctance.Can two polar opposites who are so perfectly wrong for each other overcome all that
stands between them? Only one thing is certain. The road to happily ever after is about to get very bumpy?

Ridley Road
Now a Major BBC Drama
Hachette UK 'Vivid, cinematic and exciting' Red 'Conjures a great picture of Soho's early-Sixties jazz-and-caﬀeine buzz' Emerald Street 'Thought-provoking' Independent on Sunday A TALE OF LOVE AND
MORALITY SET IN THE DARK SIDE OF THE SWINGING SIXTIES SUMMER, 1962. Twenty-year-old Vivien Epstein, a Jewish hairdresser from Manchester, arrives in London following the death of her father. She
has travelled to the city to make a new start, and quickly ﬁnds herself swept up in a city buzzing with life. Landing a job at Oscar's salon, she thrives amid the vibrant café culture of Soho and the warm
camaraderie of the other hairdressers. But beneath the surface, Vivien is desperate to ﬁnd Jack Fox, a man she had a brief but intense romance with some months before. Her search leads to confront the
dark resurgence of fascism, countered by the Jewish community in street battles around Ridley Road in the East End of London. Amid the growing tensions, can her love survive? AN EXPLOSIVE, HEARTBREAKING NOVEL FOR FANS OF MAGGIE O'FARRELL AND ZOE HELLER Readers LOVE Ridley Road: 'Enthralling and captivating' Mrs T. 'I read it in one sitting' Rebecca 'Did not want to put it down' Eva
'Fantastic!' Mrs S

What Works in Girls' Education
Evidence for the World's Best Investment
Brookings Institution Press Hard-headed evidence on why the returns from investing in girls are so high that no nation or family can aﬀord not to educate their girls. Gene Sperling, author of the
seminal 2004 report published by the Council on Foreign Relations, and Rebecca Winthrop, director of the Center for Universal Education, have written this deﬁnitive book on the importance of girls’
education. As Malala Yousafzai expresses in her foreword, the idea that any child could be denied an education due to poverty, custom, the law, or terrorist threats is just wrong and unimaginable. More
than 1,000 studies have provided evidence that high-quality girls’ education around the world leads to wide-ranging returns: Better outcomes in economic areas of growth and incomes Reduced rates of
infant and maternal mortality Reduced rates of child marriage Reduced rates of the incidence of HIV/AIDS and malaria Increased agricultural productivity Increased resilience to natural disasters Women’s
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empowerment What Works in Girls’ Education is a compelling work for both concerned global citizens, and any academic, expert, nongovernmental organization (NGO) staﬀ member, policymaker, or
journalist seeking to dive into the evidence and policies on girls’ education.

The Book of Eels
HarperCollins Publishers What has been the dish of kings, the subject of myths and the traveller of epic and mysterious journeys? The eel. Beginning life in the Sargasso Sea, the eel travels across the
ocean, lives for twenty or so years, and then is driven by some instinct back across the ocean to spawn and die. And the next generation starts the story again. No one knows why the eels return, or how
the orphaned elvers learn their way back. One man discovered, after many adventures, the breeding ground of all eels - and he is the hero of this book. Eels were being caught and consumed 5000 years
before the birth of Christ - Aristotle and Pliny wrote about them; Romans regarded them as a peerless delicacy; Egyptians accorded them semi-sacred status; English kings died of overeating them. There
are many strange practices among eel ﬁshers all over the world, and many great fortunes based upon the eel harvest. The Book of Eels, a combination of social comment, biography and natural history, is
also a fascinating and witty account of Tom Fort's obsession with the eel, his journeying to discover the eel in all its habitats, and the people he meets in his pursuit.

Art of the Persian Courts
Selections from the Art and History Trust Collection
Rizzoli International Publications Overview of Iranian and Persian manuscript painting, manuscript illumination, calligraphy and drawing, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century

The Girls I've Been
Hachette UK Soon to be a Netﬂix ﬁlm starring Stranger Things' Millie Bobby Brown - this must-read psychological thriller, perfect for fans of One of Us Is Lying, will leave you guessing until the ﬁnal page.
'Unlike anything I've read before... immediate, gripping, incredibly tense, heart-breaking, heart-warming and FUN! ' - Holly Jackson, author of A Good Girl's Guide to Murder As an ex con artist, Nora has
always got herself out of tricky situations. But the ultimate test lies in wait when she's taken hostage in a bank heist. And this time, Nora doesn't have an escape plan ... Meet Nora. Also known as Rebecca,
Samantha, Haley, Katie and Ashley - the girls she's been. Nora didn't choose a life of deception - she was born into it. As the daughter of a con artist who targeted criminal men, Nora always had to play a
part. But when her mother fell for one of the men instead of conning him, Nora pulled the ultimate con herself: escape. For ﬁve years Nora's been playing at normal - but things are far from it when she
ﬁnds herself held at gunpoint in the middle of a bank heist, along with Wes (her ex-boyfriend) and Iris (her secret new girlfriend and mutual friend of Wes ... awkward). Now it will take all of Nora's con
artistry skills to get them out alive. Because the gunmen have no idea who she really is - that girl has been in hiding for far too long ... 'Slick, stylish and full of suspense' - Sophie McKenzie, author of Girl,
Missing 'A powerful gut-punch of a book that will leave you reeling long after its ﬁnal pages. I couldn't put it down!' - Chelsea Pitcher, author of This Lie Will Kill You 'I could hardly breathe until I ﬁnished.
The tension! Absolutely loved it.' - Emily Barr, author of The One Memory of Flora Banks

The Reason You're Alive
Picador From the New York Times bestselling author of The Silver Linings Playbook "A compact powerhouse of a novel ... subversive, unexpected, and utterly compelling" Booklist "A valuable addition to
ﬁction about the tangled aftereﬀects of Vietnam on soldiers in the ﬁeld" Kirkus After sixty-eight-year-old David Granger crashes his BMW, medical tests reveal a brain tumor that he readily attributes to his
wartime Agent Orange exposure. He wakes up from surgery repeating a name no one in his civilian life has ever heard - that of a Native American soldier whom he was once ordered to discipline. David
decides to return something precious he long ago stole from the man he now calls Clayton Fire Bear. It might be the only way to ﬁnd closure in a world increasingly at odds with the one he served to
protect. It might also help him ﬁnally recover from his wife's untimely demise. As David confronts his past to salvage his present, a poignant portrait emerges: that of an opinionated and goodhearted
American patriot ﬁghting like hell to stay true to his red, white, and blue heart, even as the country he loves rapidly changes in ways he doesn't always like or understand. Hanging in the balance are
Granger's distant art-dealing son, Hank; his adoring seven-year-old granddaughter, Ella; and his best friend, Sue, a Vietnamese-American who respects David's fearless sincerity. Through the controversial,
wrenching, and wildly honest David Granger, Matthew Quick oﬀers a no-nonsense but ultimately hopeful view of America's polarized psyche. By turns irascible and hilarious, insightful and inconvenient,
David is a complex, wounded, honorable, and ultimately loving man. The Reason You're Alive examines how the secrets and debts we carry from our past deﬁne us; it also challenges us to look beyond our
own prejudices and search for the good in our supposed enemies. MORE PRAISE FOR THE REASON YOU'RE ALIVE ''Dark, funny, and surprisingly tender.'' Publishers Weekly

Wilde in Love
Hachette UK 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than Eloisa James' Julia Quinn, Sunday Times bestselling author of the Bridgerton series The ﬁrst book in Eloisa James's dazzling new series set in the
Georgian period glows with her trademark wit and charm. Things are about to get Wilde . . . Lord Alaric Wilde, son of the Duke of Lindow, is the most celebrated man in England, revered for his dangerous
adventures and rakish good looks. Arriving home from years abroad, he has no idea of his own celebrity until his boat is met by mobs of screaming ladies. Alaric escapes to his father's castle, but just as he
grasps that he's not only famous but notorious, he encounters the very private, very witty, Willa Ffynche. Willa presents the façade of a serene young lady to the world. Her love of books and bawdy jokes
is purely for the delight of her intimate friends. She wants nothing to do with a man whose private life is splashed over every newspaper. Alaric has never met a woman he wanted for his own . . . until he
meets Willa. He's never lost a battle. But a spirited woman like Willa isn't going to make it easy . . . Perfect for fans of Julia Quinn's Bridgertons and Eloisa's Desperate Duchesses The Wildes of Lindow
Castle series: Wilde in Love Too Wilde to Wed Born to Be Wilde Say No to the Duke Say Yes to the Duke Wilde Child Praise for Eloisa James 'Eloisa James is extraordinary' Lisa Kleypas 'Eloisa James writes
with a captivating blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the reader sighing and smiling and falling in love' Julia Quinn 'Smart heroines, sensual heroes, witty repartee and a penchant for
delicious romance have made James a fan favorite . . . readers will be hooked from beginning to end' RT Book Reviews 'Romance writing does not get much better than this' People 'Charming, romantic
and unexpectedly funny' Kirkus

Irish Names and Surnames
Genealogical Publishing Com A cross reference of Irish surnames and forenames, Irish to English and English to Irish.

The Prophet's Wife
A Novel of an American Faith
HarperCollins A sweeping, lyrical tale of historical ﬁction that tells the unbelievable story of the early days of the Mormon church through the eyes of the woman who saw it all—Emma, the ﬁrst wife of
the prophet Joseph Smith. In 1825, in rural Pennsylvania, Emma Hale marries an itinerant treasure-digger, a man who has nothing but a peep-stone in his pocket and a conviction that he can speak directly
to God. His name is Joseph Smith and in a few short years, he will found his own religion, gather zealous adherents by the tens of thousands, and fracture Emma’s life and faith While the Mormon religion
ﬁnds its feet and runs beyond the grasp of its founder, Emma struggles to maintain her place in Joseph’s heart—and in the religion that has become her world. The Mormons make themselves outcasts
everywhere they go. Joseph can only maintain his authority by issuing ever-stranger commandments on God’s behalf, culminating in an edict that men should marry as many women as they please. The
Mormons’ adoption of polygamy only sets them further apart, and soon their communities are ravaged by violence at the hands of their outraged fellow Americans. For Emma, things take a more personal
toll as Joseph brings in a new wife—a woman whom Emma considers a sister. As Emma’s family grows along with Joseph’s infamy, she knows there will never be peace until Joseph faces the law. But on the
half-wild edge of the frontier, he’s more likely to ﬁnd death at the hands of a vigilante posse than a fair trial. For the sake of her people—and her soul—Emma must convince the Prophet of God to
surrender... and perhaps to sacriﬁce his life.

Incorporated Accountants' Journal
British Accountants
A Biographical Sourcebook
Ayer Publishing
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